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>>WELCOME
Hello dear participant,

Welcome to the Survival Guide for Almada’s

2022 BEST Course – Cellulose, more than

paper!

Are you ready for the greatest adventure of

your life? Do you want to get to know Portugal

and the wonderful seaside city of Almada?

This is the opportunity you were looking for! 

Alongside BEST Almada you will be able to

discover Almada’s secrets and Portuguese

traditions. We can assure you lots of fun and

most of all great memories that will make you

feel a lot of SAUDADE!
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We want to thank Câmara Municipal de
Almada (CMA) for their support by providing
the amazing photos of the beautiful city of
Almada.

ABOUT THE COURSE

CELLULOSE, MORE THAN PAPER!

Have you ever wondered what you can do
with paper besides reading and writing?
Have you heard about Paper Electronics?
What about biosensors? Did you know that it's
possible to make smart packages using
cellulose?

The evolution of science and technology
demands the search for low-cost and more
sustainable functional materials thereby
cellulose is a great candidate for a wide range
of applications! The emerging areas of
engineering and technology have been
exploring this material and its ability to
substitute many conventional materials in
various fields such as the development of the
next generation of IoT sustainable devices
being more than just support for writing.

This course will give you the opportunity to
understand this material and its applications
from biosensors to electronics alongside
companies and professionals in this area. At
the end of the course, you will be saying:

CELLULOSE, MORE THAN PAPER!



The naming of Portugal itself reveals most of
the country’s early history, stemming from the
Roman name Portus Cale, a possibly mixed
Greek and Latin name meaning “Beautiful
Port”, or even mixed Celtic and Latin or mixed
Phoenician and Latin. During the 15th and 16th
centuries, Portugal was a major economic,
political, and cultural power, its empire
stretching from Brazil to the Indies.

Portugal’s exquisite coastline, reliable weather
and fine seaside resorts make it one of
Europe’s best destinations for a beach break!

Portugal, officially the Portuguese Republic, is
located in southwestern Europe, being
bordered to the west and south by the
Atlantic Ocean and to the north and east by
Spain. Its territory also includes the Atlantic
archipelagos of the Azores and Madeira, both
autonomous regions with their own regional
governments. Portugal is one of the oldest
nation states in Europe and the world.

The current form of Portugal has witnessed a
constant flow of different civilizations during
the past 3100 years. Iberian, Tartessian, Celtic,
Phoenician and Carthaginian, Greek, Roman,
Germanic (Suevi and Visigoth) and Moorish
cultures have all made an imprint on the
country.

>>WELCOME TO PORTUGAL
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PORTUGUESE FLAG

IMPORTANT PORTUGUESE CITIES

Lisboa

Aveiro

Porto

Coimbra

Faro /Algarve

Braga/
Guimarães

Évora

ALMADA

Capital: Lisbon

Formation: 868

Population: 10.3 Million

Area: 92 212 km2

Coastline: 1794 km

Language: Portuguese

International Code: PT

International Telephone Code: +351

Emergency Phone Number: 112

Currency: Euro (€)

Time Zone: UTC +0:00 (-1 hour than CET)

PORTUGUESE BASICS



CACILHAS
A vibrant waterfront neighbourhood where
you can grab a drink or a meal at one of the
many seafood restaurants.

The Ferry – CACILHEIRO - is the most beautiful
way to travel across the river Tagus. It gives a
different perspective of the city and is the best
way to enter both margins of the river. On
Almada’s side the ferry will dock in Cacilhas
and on Lisbon’s side will dock in Cais do Sodré.
A great place if you are looking for a good
night out with friends.

The beautiful CASA DA CERCA was built on
top of a cliff next to the Tagus river currently
holds a Contemporary Art Center which has
exhibitions, a Documentation and Information
Center and a very well preserved Botanical
Garden.

>>GET TO KNOW ALMADA

LISBON was considered the World's Leading
City Destination of 2018! Proud as punch of its
role in the Age of Discovery, with the city
being the starting place for dozens of
exploratory voyages around the globe,
including Vasco da Gama’s expedition to India
in 1497. Padrão dos Descobrimentos, a large
monument on the north bank of the Tagus,
celebrates this: it features statues of early
navigators peering out to sea, led by Infante D.
Henrique.

Lisbon is a patchwork of distinct and colourful
quarters, like Baixa, Chiado, Alfama, Bairro Alto,
there are so many details to look around such
as the old famous yellow tram!
Beign one of the world’s oldest cities, you can
feel its antiquity clinging to every corner,
especially in the district of Alfama. This makes
Lisbon a veritable banquet for history-hungry
visitors. It was very nearly destroyed entirely by
a massive earthquake in 1755, but was
(thankfully) patched together and revived.

ABOUT LISBON

ALMADA, a city located on the south margin
of river Tejo (Tagus) right across from the
capital, Lisbon. It’s part of Setubal’s district and
Lisbon’s metropolitan area. Even though
Almada is a small city, it is very populated,
reaching the number of 168 027 habitants for
an area of 70,21 𝑘𝑚2.

If you are looking to enjoy the wonderful
weather and beaches of Portugal you
definitely must go visit the famous beaches of
Almada. There you can go surfing or play
beach volleyball. Near the beaches, there are
plenty of coffee shops and restaurants if you
want to grab something to eat and drink.

Top 3 beaches: Fonte da Telha, Arriba Fóssil
da Costa de Caparica and Praia da Rainha.

If you are looking for the best views of the city
you must go to :

JARDIM DO RIO
With the amazing view from the panoramic
elevator Boca do Vento you get a different
perspective of the city. If you want to take a
walk you have a wonderful garden that
connects the waterfront and the historical part
of Almada also called “Almada Velha”.

CRISTO REI
The most famous monument of Almada
allows you to enjoy the beautiful view of
Lisbon. It is inspired by Cristo Redentor, is
slightly smaller but still is 113 meters above
river level.



FADO is a portuguese music genre usually
sung the fadista, accompanied by a classical
guitar and a Portuguese guitar. Fado, in latin,
fatum, means fate. It appeared during the
early 19th century in Lisbon, and is believed to
have its origins more specifically in Alfama,
Mouraria and Bairro Alto.
There are two main varieties of fado, namely
those of the cities of Lisbon and Coimbra.
Lisbon’s style is more well known - alongside
the status of Amália Rodrigues. Modern fado is
popular in Portugal, and has produced many
renowned musicians such as Mariza and Ana
Moura.

TUNAS ACADÉMICAS are music groups
formed by University students. At first they
were exclusive to men, but women soon
gained their place in this art. Tuna members
always wear university costumes (yes, the ones
that look like Harry Potter’s costumes!) and
perform popular and fun Portuguese songs,
sometimes risking their own compositions,
which often extol the country's academic
culture and historical heritage. Here’s a picture
of anTUNiA the male tuna from our faculty.

CANTE ALENTEJANO is a Portuguese music
genre based on vocal music without
instrumentation from Alentejo. It was
considered UNESCO's Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity.

When walking around in Portugal you will
definitly see a lot of amazing AZULEJOS, we
even have a museum entirely dedicated to
them you can’t skip!

Portugal is very well knowned for exporting
CORK. We also do have A LOT of products
made of it such as bags, hats, phone cases and
so many more

>> PORTUGUESE TRADITIONS

Romans associated Portugal with Bacchus,
the god of Winery and Feast. Today our
country is known by wine lovers, and our
wines have won several international prizes.
Many famous PORTUGUESE WINES are
known as some of the best in the world: Vinho
Verde, Vinho Alvarinho, Vinho do Douro, Vinho
do Alentejo, Vinho do Dão, Vinho da Bairrada
and the sweet: Porto Wine, Madeira wine and
Favaios (Douro). Porto Wine is widely
exported, followed by Vinho Verde.

We can’t forget about our lovely FOOD! The
expression “1001 ways how to cook cod”, really
shows how diverse our cuisine is (specially for
fish and seafood)! If you’re going to try cod we
definitely recommend BACALHAU À BRÁS.
We also have many meat plates like
FRANCESINHA from the north or CARNE DE
PORCO À ALENTEJANA from the south. And
because we are a very agronomic country, we
eat a lot of vegetables and fruits in soups and
salads, that are so good during the summer!

If you have a sweet tooth don’t worry because
if you come to Portugal you have to try our
renowned PASTÉIS DE NATA as well as the
PÃO-DE-LÓ the fluffiest cake!



>> PORTUGUESE VOCABULARY

Hello / Goodbye – Olá / Adeus

Good Morning– Bom dia 

Good Evening – Boa Noite

Thank you – Obrigado

You’re Welcome – De nada

Please / Sorry – Por Favor / Desculpe

Yes / No / Perhaps – Sim / Não / Talvez

Hot / Cold – Quente / Frio

Toilet – Casa de Banho

Map – Mapa

Bridge – Ponte

Bus – Autocarro

Subway – Metro

Train – Comboio

Plane – Avião

How are you? – Como estás?

My name is… – O meu nome é…

What is this? – O que é isto?

What time is it? – Que horas são?

Where is…? – Onde fica…?

I don’t speak portuguese – Não falo português

How much is it? – Quanto custa?

I love you – Amo-te

Breakfast – Pequeno-almoço

Lunch – Almoço

Dinner – Jantar

BASICS

NUMBERS

1 / One – Um

2 / Two – Dois

3 / Three – Três

4 / Four– Quatro

5 / Five – Cinco

6 / Six – Seis

7 / Seven – Sete

8 / Eight – Oito

9 / Nine – Nove

10 / Ten – Dez

100 / One Hundered – Cem

1000 / One Thousand – Mil

FOOD & DRINKS

SOME PRICES

Water (0.5L) – from 0.20€ to 1.00€

Beer – from 0.70€ to 2.50€ in bars

Wine (a bottle) – from 2-3€ to all your money

McDonalds – BigMac Menu: 5.60€

Postcard – 0.50€

Coca-Cola (a can 33cL) – 1€

Meal at a Restaurant – 10€ to 20€

Sandwich – 1.5€

T-Shirt – 5€ to 15€

A coffee (espresso) – 0.50€ to 1€

Cigarettes – 4.30 to 5.10€

Plastic bag at the supermarket – 0.10€

Can you ger me a beer? – Jola!

Chill – Acalma o pitex

I’m a strawberry, eat me – Sou um morango, 

come-me 

Sugar – Açúcar

Sweet – Doce

Salty – Salgado

Water – Água

Wine – Vinho

Bread – Pão

Bill – Conta



Bus
To Cais do Sodré

PLANE
(Lisbon Airport)

TRAIN (CP)
Oriente →St.ª Apolónia

BUS
Oriente →Sete Rios

CAR

Lisbon Metro
To Cais do Sodré

Train (Fertagus)
To Pragal

Boat
To Cacilhas

Almada Metro
To Universidade

FCT NOVA 
University

FROM LISBON AIRPORT

>>HOW TO GET TO ALMADA

You will probably fly your way to Portugal, so
after arriving at Lisbon Airport, you’ll need to
get yourself across the river to the south side
where our faculty is. Take the Metro* at the
airport – red line, station’s name is Aeroporto.
From here you have two options:
• Change to the green line in Alameda and

go to Cais do Sodré to follow the
instructions for the WET WAY.

• Change to the blue line in S. Sebastião and
go to Jardim Zoológico to follow the
instructions for the DRY WAY.

* The Metro ticket is 1,50€ + 0,50€ for the VIVA card

BY BUS

The long-distance buses stop at Oriente or
Sete Rios. Now you’ll need to get yourself
across the river to the south side.

FROM ORIENTE:
• Look for the Metro* and take the red line to

Alameda, once you get there, switch to the
green line and head towards Cais do Sodré,
follow the directions above for the WET
WAY.

OR

• Look for the Metro* and take the red line to
Saldanha, once you get there, switch to the
yellow line and head towards Entrecampos.
From there follow the instructions for the
for the DRY WAY!

OR

• Take a CP train** to either Entrecampos or
Sete Rios, from there you can look for the
Fertagus and follow the instructions for the
DRY WAY.

FROM SETE RIOS: Go to the train station and
look for the Fertagus train that goes direction
Setúbal or Coina (usually line nº4) and follow
the directions above for the DRY WAY!

* The Metro ticket is 1,50€ | ** The CP train ticket is
1,35€ (in both cases you’ll need a VIVA card 0,50€)

The long-distance trains usually stop at Santa
Apolónia and Oriente Train Stations. From here
you’ll need to get yourself across the river to
the south side.

FROM SANTA APOLÓNIA: Look for the Metro*
and take the blue line to Baixa-Chiado, once
you get to Baixa-Chiado, switch to the green
line and head towards Cais do Sodré, follow
the directions above for the WET WAY.

FROM ORIENTE: Follow the instructions on
the BUS side!

* The Metro ticket is 1,50€ + 0,50€ for the VIVA card

BY TRAIN

THE DRY WAY – by train

This means you’ll cross the river by train. Once
you are at the train station in , you’ll need to
look for the Fertagus train* that goes direction
Setúbal, Fogueteiro or Coina (usually line nº4).
After you cross the river, get out on the first
station, Pragal. Once you are at Pragal, look for
the Metro (MTS)** and take it direction to
Universidade (University) – the MTS ticket is
0,85€.

More information about Fertagus trains
schedules

* The ticket is 2,05€ | ** The MTS ticket is 0,85€ (in 
both cases you’ll need a VIVA card 0,50€)

THE WET WAY – by boat

When you arrive at Cais do Sodré take a boat
to Cacilhas. Cais do Sodré is a station in Lisbon
that combines several transport depots like
Bus, Train, Metro and Boat Ferries. Once you
are at Cais do Sodré, look for the Transtejo
Boats* terminal and take one boat that goes to
Cacilhas. Once you are at Cacilhas, you’ll need
to take the Metro (MTS)** direction to
Universidade (University)!

More information about Transtejo boats
schedules

* The boat ticket is 1,30€ | ** The MTS ticket is 0.85€
(in both cases you’ll need a VIVA card 0,50€)

Click here

Click here

TIPS & TRICKS

We know walking around in Lisbon
can be quite overwelcoming, so we
would like to recomend you moovit’s
app! It will surely show you the best
way to reach us ;)

https://www.fertagus.pt/en/Timetables/FertagusTime
https://ttsl.pt/passageiros/horarios-de-ligacoes-fluviais/ligacao-cacilhas-cais-do-sodre/


>> IMPORTANT INFORMATION

○ Medical and / or travel insurance;

○ Passport / ID card;

○ International Student Identity Card – ISIC
(if you have one);

○ Fee money in € and some extra money
you might want to spend;

○ Medication (if needed);

○ Towel, toothbrush and other hygiene
products;

○ Bathing suit, beach towel and sunscreen
(hey, we’re near the beach...);

○ Comfortable clothes and shoes – please
bring trousers/jeans and closed shoes for
the company visit;

○ Monochromatic outfit for the colourful
party;

○ Traditional food and drinks from your
country for the International Evening;

○ Flag from your country;

○ Sleeping bag;

○ Neck key chain for the nametag;

○ Lots of BEST Spirit!!!

WHAT TO BRING IMPORTANT LINKS

ELECTRICITY

WEATHER

July is a warm summer month in Almada,
with average temperature fluctuating
between 17.9°C (64.2°F) and 30°C (86°F).
Usually during the summer it does not rain
in Almada. And well if these predictions fail,
remember, climate change is real !

You can expect incredible weather and
amazing beach days in Almada ;)

• Event’s Website

• Lisbon's metro map 

• Almada’s metro map

Click here

Click here

Click here

Portugal uses a voltage of 230V
and 50Hz. If your electrical
devices run on a different voltage
don’t forget to bring an adapter.

Special attention to participants living out
of European Union, as your power plugs
may not match the European standard
used in Portugal - Type F socket:

PORTUGUESE VIBES

To help you get into the Portuguese spirit
we created this playlist with the best hits!
Just click the link and enjoy the Portuguese
vibes ;)

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5oReubinC
cqi6eczzpnT32?si=cd1c889672b342b0

https://bestalmada.org/best-course-summer-season-2022/
https://www.metrolisboa.pt/en/travel/diagrams-and-maps/
https://www.mts.pt/rede/
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5oReubinCcqi6eczzpnT32?si=cd1c889672b342b0


>> EVENT SCHEDULE



HUGO SILVA
Participants Responsible BC 2022

hap.silva@campus.fct.unl.pt
+351 915 844 698

>> CONTACTS

EDUARDO VASCONCELOS
Main Organiser BC 2022

e.vasconcelos@campus.fct.unl.pt
+351 938 985 272

MARIANA PESTANA
Main Organiser BC 2022

mp.couto@campus.fct.unl.pt
+351 925 994 551

FRANCISCO BAPTISTA
President of BEST Almada

fdc.baptista@campus.fct.unl.pt
+351 965 773 984



>>PACK YOUR BAGS, 
ALMADA IS WAITING FOR YOU!


